Introduction.

The national ecological network is an ecological component of sustainable development, a basis of preservation of the surrounding environment. On the basis of creation ecological network, the idea of integrity of the nature, coherence and continuity of its parts of systems of all levels is done. Formations of ecological network are assumed by association in uniform territorial system the persons have poured over valuable lands in ecological, scientific, historical and cultural value and anthropogenically broken lands. Development of national ecological network continues the second decade and especially in recent years having appeared some representatives of legal science pay a lot of attention to questions of its formation and functioning, discussions are done about approach to definition of a concept «ecological network» and its understanding.

Analysis of recent researches and publications.

V.I. Andreytsev, A.Sh. Chomakhshvili, B. V. Danylenko, A.P. Hetman, A.Y. Hodovaninuk, I.I. Karakash, P.F. Kulynych, O.V. Lozo, M.I. Maksymenko, N.R. Malyshova, V.V. Nosik, Yu.S. Shemshuchenko, O.O. Stativka, M.Ya. Vashchyshyn, etc. worked on questions of formation, functioning and preservation of national ecological network. However, the researchers of the ecological and land law it is insufficiently given attention to land aspect.

Purpose is the analysis of the special legislation regulating questions of creation, functioning and preservation of national econetwork, doctrinal approaches to its definition, and its justification as subject to ecology-land legal regulation.

Results.

For the first time legislative definition of econetwork in Ukraine is formulated.
in the Law of Ukraine «About the nation program of formation of national ecological network of Ukraine for 2000–2015» and is defined as the uniform territorial system which includes sites of natural landscapes, of subjects to special protection, both territories and objects of natural and reserved background, resort and medical and improving, recreational, water protective, field-protecting territories and objects of its types determined by the legislation of Ukraine and they are the parts of structural territorial elements (further – elements) econetwork – natural regions, natural corridors, buffer zones (paragraph 4 subparagraph 1 subsection 1 ) [1].

This definition places emphasis on the list of territories of which the econetwork consists and its structural elements are formed. It is separately divided: a) especially protected natural landscapes and b) territories and objects of natural and reserved background, resort and medical and improving, recreational, water protective, field-protecting territories. However, at the existing nature protection legislation of the territory of a natural and reserved background, etc. make natural landscapes, especially protected.

The adopted Law of Ukraine «About econetwork of Ukraine» [2] econetwork are defined as uniform territorial system which is formed for the purpose of improvement of conditions for formation and restoration of the environment, increase in natural and resource capacity of the territory of Ukraine, preservation landscape and biodiversity, residences and growth of valuable species of an animal and flora, genetic fund, ways of migration of animals by association of territories and objects of natural and reserved background and also other territories having special value for the protection surrounding with in the environment and according to laws and international obligations of Ukraine are subject to special protection. This definition is wider according to contents, the emphasis on the purpose of its creation and functional purpose is placed but all territories which are its components aren't listed, and provides formation of econetwork through a combination of territories of traditional preservation «territories and objects of a natural and reserved background» and also «its territories», uniting their value «having special value for protection of the surrounding environment» and establishes a condition «and according to laws and the international obligations of Ukraine of subjects to special protection». The absence in a concept of the list of territories is appropriate as exempts definition from accumulation. Besides, in paragraph 6 subparagraph4 subsection 1 of the State program and Art. 5 Law of Ukraine «About econetwork of Ukraine» are provided detailed lists of its components, which are slightly not identical.

In turn the All-European strategy [3] which is a fundamental principle of development of All-European econetwork doesn't provide its accurate definition. From its contents it follows that the All-European econetwork is physical network through which measures on preservation of ecosystems, habitats, types, landscapes and its natural resources of the European value and the coordination mechanism by means of which partners in Strategy will be able to develop and carry out joint actions will be taken (paragraph 13 subparagraph 2.5 subsection 2).

In recent years, even more often «econetwork» draws attention of scientific different fields of knowledge. It demonstrates about its interindustry character.

Scientists-jurists and ecologists unambiguously define econetwork first of
all as the phenomenon, process, tool, object, means of preservation of the nature.

So, on a thought of the naturalist Ya.I. Molchan econetwork is the embodiment of ecosystem approach in the course of, first of all, spatial and planning activity, and it is basic institute of ecologically balanced development at the landscape and ecosystem level [4, p. 43].

The active nature defender erudite naturalist A.A. Kahalo analyzing the principles of formation of econetwork, notes that the econetwork is functionally joint system of nature protection territories of the different status and the auxiliary territories providing biotic functional communication between a biota of different regions and also preservation of conditions for natural (or brought closer to natural) courses of processes of functioning and development of biosystems of different level of the organization. [5, p. 28].

According to I.I. Karakash, econetwork as an object of the ecological right represents a certain complex of natural objects and their resources but integrated at the wide specific level and the widespread territory of Ukraine [6, p. 95].

A.V. Lozo defines ecological network as the comprehensive natural and legal phenomenon which can help Ukraine to keep a valuable natural genepool, to use new effective control levers in management of environmental protection, will promote further ecological cooperation with the European Union and also to solve some problem aspects of legal regulation of landscapes [7, p. 94].

Ye.A. Platonova under econetwork understands uniform territorial structure of sites reserved and a little excited the nature, providing maintaining landscape and biological diversity, create prerequisites for rational environmental management and ecological improve-

ment of the territory [8, p. 175]. However, the econetwork unites not only sites reserved and a little excited the nature, subjects to special protection, but also other economic developed territories which provide its integrity.

Besides, in doctrinal sources of the legal direction a concept "econetwork" is considered as subject to legal regulation. The reasonable explanation for such approach was provided by M.Ya. Vashchynshyn. With reference to the doctrine about the theory of the right, it notices that the econetwork is subject to legal regulation, and not just object of legal relationship. The structure of legal relationship consists of objects, subjects and the content of legal relationship which dynamics is done by the legal facts. And other legal means are inherent in legal regulation of the relations: rules of law, right action, process of legal regulation, its mechanism, lawful behaviour and result of legal regulation [9, p. 127].

From this position M.Ya. Vashchynshyn econetwork is considered as subject to legal regulation in general and it defines as an autonomous component of the All-European econetwork, the only interindustry and integrated subject to legal regulation has dynamic, complex and system character, consists of territorial structural elements, basic of which key territories (natural regions) within natural and reserved fund and also natural corridors, buffer zones and recovery territories, biologists and landscape variety and also improvement of conditions for formation and restoration of the environment, increase in natural and resource capacity of the territory of Ukraine are formed for the purpose of protection, preservation and restoration [9, p. 129].

O.O. Stativka considers econetwork as subject to ecology-legal regulation and in national econetwork suggests to
Т. М. Кондратюк

понятит стратегію управління

а розвитку територій охорони природи України, що підтримує

переворот у їхній фрагментації за інтеграцією у формальний територіальний систему,

на індиську єдність її елементів надає ефективне підтримання біологічної та ландшафтної різноманітності

сортів родючої флори та фауни, середовищ життя (росту), збільшення природного і ресурсного потенціалу,

підвищення умов для відновлення екології і гарантує екологічно балансовий розвиток середовища та стає спеціальним

частиною всесвітнього екологічного мережі [10, с. 140]. 

Важливо, що в обох прийомах національна еконетворка вважається автономною частиною всесвітньої екологічної мережі.

Так, еконетворка розглядається як мультидименсійна категорія:

1) втілення екосистемного прийому в процесі, перш за все, просторової та планувальної діяльності, також є базисною

інституцією екологічно балансованого розвитку на рівні ландшафту та екосистеми [4, с. 43];

2) організаційно-функціональна основа заходів збереження біоразнообразия в умовах антропогенно перетвореного ландшафту [5, с. 28];

3) об'єкт екологічного права, який представляє комплекс естетичних об'єктів та ресурсів, що інтегрується на широкому специфічному рівні та відкривається територій України [6, с. 95];

4) комбінована природна і права феномен, який може допомогти Україні зберегти цінний природний генеополь, використовує нові ефективні контрольні засоби у управлінні екологічними заходами, сприяє подальшому екологічному співпраці з Європейським Союзом [7, с. 94];

5) лише інтеркорпоративний і інтегрований об'єкт, що підлягає правовій регуляції, має динамічну, комплексну і системну характер, складається з територіальних структурних елементів [9, с. 129];

6) об'єкт екології-законодавчої регуляції [10, с. 140];

7) стратегія управління та розвиток територій охорони природи України [10, с. 140];

8) територіальна система.

Територіальна система є об'єктом охорони природи в якому, із певними завданнями, що надає можливості для відновлення екології та гарантує екологічно балансовий розвиток середовища.

Зокрема, його слід зазначити, що еконетворка є важливою функціональною частиною території країни. Однак, цей аспект не досягнув достатнього уваги та не був показаний. Однак, як А.М. Мирошніченко відзначає, земля є територіальною основою для існування природних ресурсів, природних комплексів, є найважливішою частиною навколишнього середовища [11, с. 18].

В законодавстві вказано, що національна еконетворка об'єднання 41% території країни. Її формування надає змогу змінювати структуру земельного фонду країни залежно від врахування екологічної безпеки та економічної можливості частин земель використовується для особливого охоронного режиму відтворення видового різноманіття природних ландшафтів.

Збільшення площ країни з природними ландшафтами до рівня, достатнього для збереження його кількісного різноманіття, і формування територіальної системи, спорудженої згідно з можливостями та природними шляхами міграції та розповсюдження видів рослин і тварин...
which provided preservation of natural ecosystems, types of a plant and animal life and their populations is planned (paragraph 1 subparagraph 3) [1].

So, we believe if to consider econetwork as subject to law regulation, then first of all as subject to ecology-land legal regulation. First, as it is already established, the econetwork is means of preservation and environmental protection in general. Its main function is nature protection which consists in ensuring ecological equilibrium, restoration and maintaining landscape and biological diversity, genetic fund, natural complexes and ecological systems.

Secondly, a structural structure of econetwork are certain land plots which unite in the uniform territorial system of Ukraine. Formations of econetwork it is carried out by inclusion in the land plots and also the structure of land grounds (the woods, water objects, pastures, field-protecting and protective plantings, natural and reserved fund, etc.), to the data from the state land registry is based on information on category of lands: locations, total area, cadastral number and land plot, spatial coordinates (description of borders), about land owners and land users, etc., it is with observance of the land legislation.

The order of formation and existence of ecological network is regulated by the land and ecological legislation.

Providing definition to a concept of ecological network as subject to legal regulation it is impossible to ignore a basis of ecological network –land of Ukraine. Proceeding from it, the ecological network, first of all, it is a nature protection subject to ecology-land law regulation, unites in the uniform structured territory to the system of the earth which are a basis of a biological and landscape diversity, residences and growth of valuable species of an animal and flora, ways of migration of animals, for the purpose of creation of conditions for formation and restoration of the environment, preservation of natural complexes and ecological systems, increase in natural and resource capacity of the territory of Ukraine also is integral part of the All-European ecological network.

Discussion.

The developed ecological network will cover nearly a half of lands of the country. It is nature protection an object of ecology-land legal regulation, unites in the uniform structured territorial system of the earth which are a basis of a biological and landscape diversity, residences and growth of valuable species of an animal and flora, ways of migration of animals, for the purpose of creation of conditions for formation and restoration of the environment, preservation of natural complexes and ecological systems, increase in natural and resource capacity of the territory of Ukraine and it is integral part of the All-European ecological network.

In the article the considered questions demand further, more detailed research and introduction of the relevant proposals on improvement of the legislation according to modern requirements.
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